
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

… Feb 6 - 12, 2016 
The Big Idea:   

You can Trust the Truth! 
Story:  John 14:6  

Memory Verse:  1 Corinthians 13:6-7 
 

 

 
 
The archer's target is a symbol for Truth. Find a symbol (or symbols) for 
Trust...for Hope...for Protecting...for Persevering.  

God can be seen in all of nature.  Where in nature do you find evidence of 
trust?  Of hope?  Of protection?  Of persevering?  

Visit an archery range (if possible, practice shooting archery).  Talk with 
other archers about how hard it is to hit the center of the target. What do 
they have to consider?  What skills are needed?  

Write out the definitions of trust, hope, protect, & persevere.  Write or talk 
about how God does these things for us & how we can do them for God.  

Create a logic chart (or wheel) showing how each of God's characteristics in 
1 Cor. 13:7 creates the condition which makes it easy for us to reciprocate 
(do the same for him).   

Talk about (or journal about) how being truthful leads to trust, and why 
trust is so important in relationships.  Come up with a list of things people 
do to build trust in their relationships.  

Find musical selections that sound:  a) Hopeful   b) Evil.   How does each 
selection make you feel?  If you could do something to make other people 
feel hopeful, what would it be?   
 

 

OTHER: __________________________________________________________ 
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Family Experience Activity Ideas*: 
 
          *Do any ONE of the activities this week together as a family (more is okay if you like).   
            Each child / teen that does an activity receives $5 FX Bucks!   Next catalog is ~March 13 
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1 CORINTIANS 13:6-7 
Love does not delight in evil but rejoices 
with the truth. It always protects, always 
trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. (NIV) 
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